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ABOUT THE LECTURER
• Alessandro Ricci 
– PhD, DEIS researcher / aliCE group, Università di Bologna
– email: a.ricci@unibo.it
– skype user: aricci303
– studio: Studio 5, DEIS, via Venezia 52, Cesena (FC)
• Tel: 0547339217
• Office hours:
– Monday, 15.00 - 18.30, at Studio 5
– via email
– audio / video conf. via skype (iff necessary)
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COURSE WEB SITE
• Official course web site:
 http://corsi.ing2.unibo.it/SISCO0809
• Contents
– Course notes
– Bibliography (articles)
– Course (b)log
– Forums (news, students’ forum)
– Group management
– Exams / excercise management
• To create a private account, students should subscribe to the web site 
following the instructions reported in the starting page
– choosing a user name + password
– using the university email as email address (XXX@studio.unibo.it)
– starting subscribing password: dijkstra
– select “enroll this course” once entered 
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ABOUT CONCURRENCY & SOFTWARE
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• "Concurrency has long been touted as the “next big thing” and “the way of the 
future,” but for the past 30 years, mainstream software development has been 
able to ignore it. Our parallel future has finally arrived: new machines will be 
parallel machines, and this will require major changes in the way we develop 
software."
– H. Sutter, J. Larus. Software and the Concurrency Revolution.   ACM Queue. 
Vol 3. No. 7.  Sept 2005 
• “Think Parallel or Perish. In the future, every software developer needs to be 
thinking about parallelism first when programming. How long do we have to rise to 
this challenge or perish?”
– James Reinders, director of business development and marketing for Intel’s 
Software Development Products [http://www.devx.com/go-parallel/Article/
32784]
• “Suppose that you have 20 billion documents, and you want to generate a count 
of how often each unique word occurs in the documents. With an average 
document size of 20KB just reading through the 400 terabytes of data on one 
machine will take roughly one month...”
– Jaffrey Dean and Sanjey Ghemawat (Google Research), “Distributed 
Programming with MapReduce”, in Beautiful Code, O’Reilly, 2007
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TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS
• Internet
– network computing, web-based computing & web services, pervasive 
computing, service-oriented architectures, ...
• Multi-core architectures
– currently 2 - 16 cores
– next decade: up to 1000 cores 
• “How Multicore Processors Are Reshaping Computing”,  Information 
Week March 2007 h t tp : / /www. in format ionweek.com/s tory /
showArticle.jhtml?articleID=198700652
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CONCURRECY IS CHALLENGING
• “Between June 1985 and January 1987, a computerized radiation therapy 
machine called Therac-25 caused 6 known accidents involving massive 
overdoses with resultant deaths and serious injuries. [...] Concurrent 
programming errors played an important part in these six accidents. Race 
conditions between different concurrent activities in the control program resulted 
in occasional erroneous control outputs [...] The designers of the Therac-25 
software seemed largely unaware of the principle and practice of concurrent 
programming”
– Jeff Magee and Jeff Kramer. “Concurrency. State Models and Java Programs”. 
Wiley, 1999
• “In a recent post on the NetBeans developer site, one of the core maintainers 
observed that a single class had been patched over 14 times to fix threading-
related problems. Dion Almaer, former editor of TheServerSide, recently blogged 
(after a painful debugging session that ultimately revealed a threading bug) that 
most Java programs are so rife with concurrency bugs that they work only by 
accident” 
– Goetz at al. Java Concurrency in Practice,  Addison Wesley [GOE]
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COURSE OBJECTIVES & TOPICS
• Providing the foundations of concurrent software systems design and 
programming, including network-based concurrent systems
– concurrent programming
• multi-threaded and parallel programming
– distributed Programming
• programming concurrent distributed systems
– elements of concurrent system engineering 
• modelling
• verification
• Practice
– concurrent programming in Java 
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER COURSES
• Pre-requisite knowledge
– Operating Systems and OS organisation fundamentals
– Distributed systems and networking / network programming fundamentals
– Software Engineering fundamentals
– practice: Java language 
• Relationships with other 1st year courses
– strong relationships with Computational Models and Languages 
• Relationships with 2nd year courses
– pre-requisite for Multi-Agent Systems and Software Engineering LS 
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COURSE ORGANISATION (BETA)
• First part: Basics
– module-1.1: Basic Concepts
– module-1.2: The Concurrent Programming Abstraction
– module-1.3: Concurrent Machines & Languages
– module-1.4: Modelling Concurrent Systems
• Second part: Concurrent Programming 
– module-2.1: Critical Section Problem
– module-2.2: Verification of Concurrent Systems
– module-2.3: Basic Synchronization Mechanisms & Constructs
– module-2.4: Design Patterns in Concurrent Programming
• Third part: Distributed Programming
– module-3.1: Introduction to Distributed Programming
– module-3.2: Channel-based Communication
– module-3.3: Space-based Communication
– module-3.4: Distributed Algorithms
• Seminars
– Concurrent Real-Time & Reactive Systems
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PRACTICE - LAB (BETA)
• Concurrent programming in Java
– module-lab-1.1: Concurrent Programming in Java - Overview
– module-lab-1.2: The Task Pattern
– module-lab-1.3: GUI Frameworks and Concurrency 
– module-lab-2.1: Thread Safety
– module-lab-2.2: Basic Building Blocks for Synchronization 
– module-lab-2.3: Model-Checking with JavaPathFinder (JPF)
• Distributed programming (Java, C et al.)
– module-lab-3.1: Middleware for Distributed Computing
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Reference textbooks
– “Principles of Concurrent and Distributed Programming” - Ben-Ari, 
Addison-Wesley, 2006 
– “Java Concurrency in Practice” - Goetz et al., Addison Wesley, 2006 
• Other books consulted during the course:
– “Programmazione Concorrente e Distribuita” - Ancillotti, Boari, McGraw-Hill, 
2007 
– "Foundations of Multithreaded, Parallel, and Distributed Programming”, 
Andrews, Addison-Wesley, 2000 
– “Concurrency - State Models and Java Programs”, Magee & Kramer, Wiley 
– “Patterns for Parallel Programming” (Software Patterns Series).Timothy G. 
Mattson, Beverly A. Sanders, Berna L. Massingill. Addison-Wesley 
Professional, 2004
• Research papers 
– available on the web, on the digital libraries of ACM and IEEE in particular
• ACM: http://www.acm.org/dl 
• IEEE (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org)
– available on the web site, among Files (Bibliography folder)
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ASSESSMENT 
• Two examinations 
– written examination
• set of exercises and questions about theory
– practice examination
• 3 programming assignments assigned during the course
– concurrent programming + distributed programming + one optional 
(for 30L) about a research topic 
– report + code
• groups are allowed
– max 3 elements 
– common code is allowed, but individual reports
– weights: ~ 50% + 50%
• Constraints
– the programming assignments must be submitted within the same exam 
session of the written exam
• Subscription & results via UNIWEX 
– http://uniwex.unibo.it
